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Last October. a small group of first year
Emory medical students attended a
Friday night presentation on human
trafficking at the Midtown Community
Church, This multimedia presentation
was lead by David Batstone. on
anthropology professor from UCSFwho
started the anti-trafficking organization
"~ot for Sale" after learning that
employees from his favorite local
Indian restaurant had been living as
slaves, Throughout the night, David
told the stories of abolitionists around
the world who are fighting human
trafficking in their local communities,

One of these inspiring abolitionists is Kru
Nom. a woman from Chiang Mai.
Trioilorio. While working on on art-
based outreach project with street
children. she became concerned
about the disturbing pictures that the
children chose to draw on blank
canvases, Kru Nom soon learned that
many of these children had been
trafficked in from nearby countries to
work os sex slaves at local karoke
clubs, She began to raid the clubs and
physically pull the children out, but it

wasn't long before she received death
threats from the, coyotes, As a result,
Kru Nom moved :no[th and established
a makeshift shelter. tor herself and the
children, Thiswas just a first step in Kru
Nom's much .larger effort to fight
human trafficking in Northern Thailand,

We stayed after the presentation to
meet David and share our desire to
become involved with his organization
and its fight against human trafficking.
David informed us that Kru Nom's site
was looking for assistance with
establishing and developing their
medical and public health
infrastructure. Through multiple
discussions with Kru Nom and
additional staff at Not for Sale. we
devised a list of firststeps that we could
take to help improve the heolth and
well-being of the children at the site:

• Teach interactive health
education modules to the
children, particularly in
hygiene

• Address the short-term health
care needs of the children,
porticulorly 'problems with skin
rashes, ; .';

• Meet with local heolthcore
workers to discuss potential ways
to set up a more consistent.
long-term source of health care
with limited resources,
Bring donations of medicines.
virornins. sports equipment.
rnusicol instruments. etc

Although we were excited about
becoming involved in these projects and
starting a relationship with Kru Nom and
her site. we could have never fully
anticipated the rewarding journey that
lay ahead of us.

June zs«
After two doys of traveling. we arrived in Chiang Saen: a smell. historical town in
northern Thailand near the Golden Irionqle. We got settled into our hotel rooms and
then finally got to meet the woman we had heard so much about - Kru Nam. She
had come to meet us and to talk to us about what we would be doing for the next
week.



We thought we were there to perform
physical exams on the 65 kids at her site
and to give the new site a thorough
inspection for possible areas of
improvement from a public health
perspective. That is what we hod
prepared to do. Several minutes into
our conversation with Kru Nom, it
become clear that our plans were
totally changing.

Kru Nom hod us scheduled to give
physical exams to each child at two
elernentorv schools in two days. It
ended up being almost 200 children
that our tireless doctor, Dafina Good,
examined. After two days at schools
near Chiang Saen, we were to go to
Mae Sol. a border town, for three days
to examine women and children who
were at risk for being trafficked or sold
into prostitution. Drug addiction is quite
a problem in northern Thailand and is
seen as a major recson why many
parents resort to selling their children
into even worse situations. Kru Nom is
working with a local nurse to establish a
methadone treatment program
because there is no way a short-term
trip like ours could even make a small
dent in such a large problem.

Our first conversation with Kru Nom wos
eye opening and quite heavy for
everyone. She told us about specific
children at her site that she was worried
about - one with possible malaria.
onother with TB, several who were
possibly HIV+, and 30 boys with lice or
scobies. Accessing health core is one
of Kru Nam's biggest challenges for the
children she has rescued. All children
have the right to go to school in
Thailand, but only Thai citizens have the
right to healthcare. Because many of
the children ot Kru Nom's are from
Myanmar, Kru Nom was really hoping
we would be able to help them.

June 24 - School #1
Our first day examining kids was
confusing and exhousting. When we
finally figured out how we wonted our
makeshiH clinic arranged, we hod 50
kids waiting to be seen. They sot
politely in their school uniforms, but got
bored after a while. We sow over 100
children that dov. and about 30 were
from Kru Nom's site. Kru Nom wonted
us to go to schools and examine all of
the children because she felt that the
teachers had a prejudice against her
kicls. The teachers often tell her that
certoin kids cannot come to SC('1001.
Kru Norn wonted to prove to these

teachers that her kids are healthy and
that there are other kids who are not.

Unfortunately that was not really the
case. Except for one child with a
congenital heart problem. the only sick
children were from Kru Narn's site. It
makes sense that if one girl gets sick, all
of the girls living in her dorm will also get
sick. Pretty much all of the boys at Kru
Nom's site have tinea capitis from using
the some hair clippers. Boys in Thailand
wear their hair short, and someone at
the site clips their hair. Public health
intervention # I : get two pairs of
clippers - use one on kids without hair
problems and another on kids with tinea
capitis until they get better. Easyl

After leaving the school we went to Kru
Nam's site. It is really pretty, with four
colorful, brand-new two-story houses.
Outside the boys' and girls' cabins,
there are restrooms. showers, and
covered areos to wash. and hong up
laundry. Eoch child is responsible for
washing his/her clothes otter school
each day. It was pretty impressive to
wotch 5 year olds wosh their school
uniforms one! neatly hong them up to
dry In oddition to the cobins. there is 0

large room of tables where the cbildren
eat and ploy. Before going inside any
building all of the kids slip their shoes off,
leaving a colorful pile of little shoes right
outside the door.

Storidinq outside at Kru Nom's, you see
fields of corn and rice in every direction.
It is so peaceful. I tried to imagine how
comforting it must have been for each
child to crrive at the site, coming from 0
presumably horrible situation, to such a
peaceful and 'beautiful place. While
we explored the site, 'kids were in the
yard playing soccer (without goals),
dancing and singing, and just running
around having fun. At one point
someone rang a bell to signol
something -- dinner. oerhoos - ond all of

the kids lined up outside the dining area
in height order. smallest to tollest.

June 25 - School #2
Indoors, with fans and shade, we were
much more comfortable at the second
school we visited. The kids at the
second school seemed, overall, much
healthier than the children at the first
school. They were also much more
playful and curious. They spent hours
playing with our stethoscopes and BP
cuffs, listening to each others' hearts,
tolking into the stethoscopes. and
blowing up the Sf) cults. In anticipation
of the long wait times. I brought a
Frisbee and some croyons ond pope:
with me on the second (jay. The kids
loved throwing the Ff'isbee and were
very determined colorers. I was really
impressed by the kids' concentration
and good manners. Whenever one
was finished playing with the Frisbee, he
would bring it bock to me. After
finishing a drawing, each kid would
come show me whet he or she hod
drawn. They never askecJ for more
paper to color on, but when I got them
more they were olwovs very thankful.
bowing to rne. The Thai bow is coiled 0
"wain and is a sign of respect. All of Kru
Nom's children do it. and it often seems
to mean "thank au."

June 26th - Medicine Day
Kru Nom wonted us to have one day to
rest. We spent this day exploring
Chiang Saen and traveling to multiple
pharmacies to get 011 of the medicines
we needed to deliver to the children
we had seen over the post couple
days. We spent the morning ond early
afternoon countinq and pocking
medicine, and then went to Kru Nom's
to deliver it. We also hod several
suitcases full of hygiene supplies that
hod been donated for the children, so
we did several demonstrations of tooth
brushing, washing with soap and drying
off. Again, the kids probably thought
we were crazy pretending to rub soap
on our dry bodies, but they were too
polite to lough. We passed out 011 of
the hygiene supplies - body towels,
hand towels. toothbrushes. toothpaste,
ond soop We then p(Jssed out stickers



so each child could individualize his/her
own toothbrush. The kids were so
excited about the gifts! They seemed
ready to go shower and use their new
towels immediately.

Surprisingly, they were also really
excited about the medicine we gave
them next. We treated all 65 children
for stomach worms. Each child
grabbed his/her cup and got in line.
We filled their cups with woter. hcmded
them pretty big pills, checked their
mouths to moke sure they swallowed
the pill, and then gave them 0 high five.
These kids were chomps at taking the
pills - not a single child refused or
couldn't do itl Finally, we showed how
to use the shampoo and body wash for
lice, scabies, tinea capitis and other
fungal infections of the skin. I bet the
kids ore looking and feeling pretty good
now, They are definitely lessitchyl

We finished the day pretty empty
handed, which meant that we hod
given most of what we had brought to
the kids. We had a fun, restful day, and
we got to ploy with the kids for several
hours. We had a meeting that evening
with Kru Nom to talk about our findings
in the kids that she was worried about.
and to discuss some mental health
issues in the kids. It turns out that
psychiatrists, psychologists, and mental
health counselors in general ore rare
findings in Thailand. Kru Nom is in a
position where many (if not all) of the
kids at her site need some kind of
counseling. She has hod a very difficult
time finding someone to work with them
and really hopes we can help her
provide this service in the future,

ps in Bard r
S urity: Three Days
In M e Soi. Th lion

Friday, June 27
First day at Mae Sai, a town on the
border of Thailand and Myanmar.
When the van drops us off, we get
excited because we realize we're right
on the border. We all toke pictures of
the Thai and, Burmese customs houses,
Soldiers fro~t;f¥'tth countries are on
patrol, walkin;S~back and forth with their
machine guns, but children are
hopping the border over a fence all
day and the guards don't seem to
notice (talk about a lapse in border
secontvl). We find that our Thai friends
have already set up a tent for us to use
with a sign reading, "Doctors Without
Borders: Welcome!" We explain that
this is actually the nome of another
organization so we probably shouldn't
use the exact same name, and we
make some modifications to the sign.
We all seem to like the idea of being
doctors without borders, though, This
handwritten sign is just feet from a
golden arch with a more permanent
sign: "Northernmost Point in Thailand." I
can't believe we're here. It's basically
as far from the ATl as we can get. We
finish setting up our tent: an intake desk,
chairs for waiting patients and for
performing vital signs, a table for history
taking, a phorrnccy. on area for
physicals, an (1;lrea to see Dafina [the
doctor]. 'sti.::~'-·
I was able to walk around some during
the morning. Mae Sai has a huge
shopping district with lots of souvenir
booths. I do some shopping for Mom
and Dad and accidentally thank a man
for bumping into me because "thank
you" is one of only two words I know in
Thai (I was adl'ially going for the other
one, "hello"). We go back early to
observe people around our tent. It is a
somewhat organized chaos of Thai and
Burmese men, women, and children,
It's our top priority to see the opium
addicted mothers and all of the
children, many of whom have come
from Myanmar. The logic behind us
being here is that if we can treat drug
addiction, a large factor contributing to
human trafficking of children in this part
of the world, we can hopefully put a
stop to the problem before kids end up
at Kru Nom's.

Two things' 'strike me about this
organized (ho'()s: the poverty, and the
smiling. Note. bring back dentists next
year, in addition to psychiatrists I start
taking vital signsunder the tent. We see
lots of people covered in dirt and sores,
lots of stained teeth (opium is expressed
in breastmilk), children with cigarette

burns, and of course tinea capitis, lice,
and upper respiratory infections.
Working with the translators to ask
history questions is tough, but all three
parties (translatee, translator, and
recipient) are pretty patient. I'm
getting good at taking vitals in a hectic,
loud environment. I do toke one child
to a bench just outside the tent, though,
so we can have some more breathing
room. As I'm listening to his heartbeat,
some tourists from Chicago see me and
soy, "Thanks for doing this" (the
woman's father had been a medical
missionary, she says), It's strange to see
people from America here.

Saturday, June 28
We get on early start this morning to
cross the border into Myanmar.
Everyone is excited (because most of
our parents specifically told us not to go
to Burma). The Myanmar border
customs house confiscotes our
passports when we cross, making us all
pretty nervous. There are also about 10
machine guns within a 50 ft radius. But
the visa process turns out to be the only
hard part: things start looking up when
we hear the songs playing over the
loudspeakers, welcoming us into Burma:
Celine Dion singing "My Heart Will Go
On" followed by "Take Me Home,
Country Roads." What's the word for
"anachronism" when you're talking
about culture instead of time?

Our first stop is to visit Nam-Wan's [our
translator's] parents' coffee shop which
is literally 30 seconds into Myanmar. The
iced latte at the coffee shop is the best
drink I've ever hod, an unexpected
treat. We decide to go on a tour into
the mountains to see the hillside tribes
including the Koren, which is more
touristy than we'd hoped. We have
some great adventures in our tuk-tuks...
my group has two different tuk-tuks
break down on us over the course at on
hour. It's very rnisty and mysterious in
the mountains, and starting to rain ... this
feels even further away from Atlanta
than Thailand does.

I buy a (dead) two-tailed lizard for my
brother from a vendor next to a temple
on a mountain, It's good luck in
Burmese culture and is pretty much the
coolest thing I've ever seen. When we
leave we get our passports bock (thank
goodness), but sadly we don't get to
keep the temporary 105.

We're back to Mae Sai by lunchtime
and still have 5 or 6 hours to work at our
tent. Notably, Dafina treats a very sick



neonate on the Burmese side of the
border through the gate. Maybe we
should put the "Doctors Without
Borders" sign back up ...

Lots of other good things today: we
give out beanie babies to the kids.
They love them, and I'm impressed that
there's no fighting over who gets which
one. We all play catch with the kids
and their beanie babies, which are
already becoming filthy from hitting the
ground so many times. Some of the
littlest kids can't really throw or don't
understand the concept so send the
beanie babies flying directly over their
heads. Hopefully the beanies don't
become disease vectors.

Sunday, June 29
Last day in Mae Sai, but today instead
of holding an open clinic in our tent on
the border, we spend it with some of
the opium addicted mothers and other
women who are more intimately
connected to Kru-Nam's site. We
worked a Kru Nam's Drop-in Center,
which is lessthan a mile from where our
tent had been on a lessbusy city street.
The Drop-in Center is a place for
women and children in crisis situations
to go. Additionally, Kru Nam has a
combined jewelry making and
counseling program at the drop-in
center for local women. We're told
that most of the mothers we meet have
children that are staying with Kru-Nam
because they sold them to her to pay
for drugs, or they simply couldn't take
care of them. None of us are really sure
what to expect.

Laura and I talk to a teenage girl (with
the help of a translator who is actually a
nurse at a local hospital) who gets short
of breath when she exerts herself. It
sounds a lot like asthma, but we don't
have any albuterol with us. I wish I'd
brought my albuterol because then I
could give it to her. The nurse says she'll
work on getting some samples from the
hospital, and then the girl asksif we can
check her dad's blood pressure. Laura
and I turn and see an older couple
standing by the doorway. The woman
is dressed very nicely in something that

looks like a sari; the man is wearing
business clothes, but looks a little more
disheveled. They only speak Burmese,
but the translator knows some of that,
too. We take the man's blood pressure
and then notice that he looks
jaundiced and try 10 palpate his liver.
We ask if he has any pain or abdominal
symptoms, but he doesn't. We tell him
to go in for a check-up at a hospital, if
he can, for blood work. As they're
getting ready to go we learn that the
daughter was connected to Kru-Nam's
site because her parents - this couple -
had sold her into prostitution. I'm in

. ..j·,t

disbelief because they seem so
norrnol... How can something like this
happen? I feel like I should be angry,
but I'm mostly confused.

We're all tired after being at the drop-in
center all day. We head back to the
Golden Triangle (where Thailand-
Myanmar-Laos meet around the
Mekhong and Ruak Rivers) to have
dinner. Firstwe climb the steps on the
side of the street opposite the Mekhong
to a temple. It's getting dark and the
steps are slippery and covered in moss.
We meet Dave, Chris, and Ankoor who
are coming back down from the top
and they tell us women aren't allowed
in the temple, but we think they're
joking, When we get there, the inner
sanctum of the temple has a sign on it
that says "no women allowed." Now I
get angry, and I think it's about much
more than just this.

We eat at a touristy restaurant. It's cool
being at the' Golden Triangle at night
because of: ..the huge Buddha statue
right over the water. Then we drive to
Kru Nam's site at around 9pm because
they've planned a party for us to say
goodbye. When we get there the kids
are all still awake and seem really
excited. Kru Nam has us all gather in a
circle in the open air-cafeteria to play
games. There are about 70 of us all
holding hands and we play circle
games with loud music.

We celebrate the blending of our two
worlds with ice cream, and the kids sing
a song and give us flowers, t-shirts, and
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hand-colored cards to take with us. We
are all invited to say something to the
group that will be translated so
everyone can understand, and it's
amazing to actually hear whal some of
the children, whom we've gotten to

know so well. have to say.

The last "game" of the evening iswhere
one port of the circle breaks off and
starts folding back around the rest of
the circle, and each person stops to
bow to, and then hug, every other
person they meet. The victims of
human trafficking, the medical students
from Atlanta, the Thai and Burmese
leaders at the site, Dafina, Kru Nam ...
we're all integrated in the circle and we
all hug every other person. We do it 2
or 3 times. Some of the kids start crying.
Some of the leaders start crying. Then
all of the kids are crying, then we're
crying. They're sad to see us go, but I
hope that our leaving isoutweighed by
our coming. At the very least, two parts
of the world that might not have cared
about each other before, do. And
that's definitely something. Thank
goodness for lapses in border security.

Postscript:
We learned from Kru Nam several days
later that she had strategically planned
for us to be on the border where the
Myanmar customs officials could see
thai we were offering medical care.
She suspected that they'd be more
likely to lei their citizens cross for help
they desperately needed than to allow
foreign aid (us) in, which they had
specifically refused to do in the wake of
the cyclone. Kru Nom hoped that our
being there would allow the population
to cross more easily for medical care in
the future. Smart woman.

Qtl!:: uIOVf gOOISintraveling to Thailand was to.c.ondvct a healthcare needs assessment tor the site so that we could both
identify<:qrr~ntprobl~rns and determine where future donor contributions might be best spent. We made observations
cjuringtQqfsQfthesitf.1, examined the childrenond compiled data frorn their medical records, and interviewed Kru Nom one
her staff so that we could evaluate the state of the site in eleven: key areas, We assessedhow the site handled: sanitation
<mdhygiene; food and woter safety; nutrjtiQn;iinfec;tioPI.;:c),Qfrol;basic medical care; emergency care; sexual heolth and
educotion: PSY~hoIQgicalcare; .transportation;rec;regliS:l,~~:andfuture planning and assistance for the children as they reach
odutthood: .. ''Vti;'





Doctors Across Borders
By LAURA DONOVAN

l..:.c

l'firs~saw the woman after lunch, on the other side of the fence
, that separates Thailand from Burma. She settled down in the hot
'} sun to beg with a cup in front of her and something in her lap. I

quickly realized that "something" was a baby, probably no more
than three or four weeks old. The infant was lying there
motionless: his head flopped to one side and his arm dangling
off her lap, completely limp As I wokhed them, I felt this sense
of urgency -- my first thought was that 11'18 baby was going to
die: if not later that day, then soon,
It was one of the most upsetting things I have ever seen, I stood

t there, not sure of what to do. Why hadn't she crossed the
~border with the rest of the Burmese women we were seeing? I
askeq one of our tronslotors if the woman knew we had set up a
clini~ 'and that she could see the doctor; he told me she was not

.interested in coming. However, regardless of what she wanted,
her baby needed to see the doctor, Maybe, I thouqh]. she
hadn't understood why we were there. I passed a cup of water
through the fence to a little boy who brought it to her, lhlnkinq
that she might be more inclined to COITleif she knew we were
trying to help, She raised her hands and bowed slightly to say
lhonk you, but did not move,

The woman remained seated on the border for the remainder of the afternoon. Since she couldn't corne to Ihoilond. there
wasn't much we could do except let Dofina know about her,

At the end of the day, Dafina came over to talk to the woman, The woman was standing at the fence and through two
translators we leorne d that the baby - a boy - was only ten days old. Dafina asked her to hold her son up: he hung there, limp.
At this point, Dafina reached across the border and took the ba'tly's temperature. It was a little over 102 degrees Fahrenheit.
She called for Tylenol and amoxicillin and showed the mlitl;ier how to give the medicine. The woman thanked her and left.

;;~~;t/j;'

The next day, the woman came to the clinic. I saw them ''b'ffur they signed in and took their vital signs, The baby looked so much
better - it was unbelievable, He lay there sleeping quietly, with his hands pulled into his chest, Hiscolor was good orio he no
longer looked deathly ill. When I took his temperature, it was normal: the fever was gone We treatecJ many sick kids while we
were in Thailand; however, few recoveries were as obvious or os dramatic os this
one,

What made the greatest impression on me were the circumstonces surrounding
the entire situation. There we were, standing in Thailand -4~tc~ling Dafina reach
across the green border fence into Myanmar to try to sav~~~:lif'e.The kids we sow
during those two days on the border were desperate, MdnyShowecHsigns of
abuse, They walked around with their younger siblings strCllpp,edto their backs,
begging for money to bring home to their drug-addicted parents, At times it was
hord to tell how much our treotments helped, but for this little boy the difference
was clearer: the next doy. he was still olive

AI the end of our time in Mae Soi. Kru Nom exploined that she had placed us on
the border to run our clinic because the women and children we treated were
not usuolly allowed into Thailand. The woman with the baby did wont to see the
doctor that first day: she was just unable to cross, Our presence also gove Kru
Nom an opportunity to speak to the immigration police and explain how she was
trying to help these women create better lives. While she did not make huge
strides with the immigration police in those two days, it was a start: the woman
was permitted across the following day. Nom Wan translated Kru.Nom's
assessment of the situation and what she had been able to cccorrplish because
we were there: Hit'sall about relationships -- before the d130rmas shut, but now it is
a little more open," ,~ ,~;·t-~
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